**BASS SCALE EXERCISES**

**BASIC SCALE**

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{C walk up to C} \\
&\text{C walk up to G} \\
&\text{C walk up to F} \\
&\text{C walk down to C} \\
&\text{G walk up to D} \\
&\text{G walk up to C} \\
&\text{G walk up to G} \\
&\text{C walk down to G} \\
&\text{C walk down to F} \\
&\text{G walk down to G} \\
&\text{G walk down to D} \\
&\text{G walk down to C}
\end{align*}
\]
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Learn "Shotgun" Bass style

Don't freak out when you see this in a song. You will see a chromatic "step up" usually with the dim. chord. You will simply use this style bass to do it. IT WORKS - BELIEVE ME!